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EutEctic autarkiEs and urbano-tEctonic 
transformations of thE dErivativE(s)  
landscapE 

Antonio Rosell: Urban planner and Civil Engineer
Isaac Bros: Urban Designer, Visual Artist
Bill Lindeke: Philosopher, Geographer
Matthew Lang: Videographer
Natalie Collins: MPH Policy Maker & 
Public Health Practitioner

eutectic; relating to or denoting a mixture of substances (in 
fixed proportions) that melts and solidifies at a single tem-
perature that is lower than the melting points of the  separate 
constituents or of any other mixture of them. 

autarkies;  economic independence or self-sufficiency.

Manifold causes, varied results, lasting impacts, 
unsustainable systems, lingering questions - 
- Who will reshape, reshuffle, redo, reconfigure? HOW? 
- What is the new paradigm (that word!) 
- How does our local respond to the global?  
  How does it shape it ?
- How do we respond through our landscapes? 
- How do the people strengthen and sustain? 

How do we avoid the hole again?  

ghosts and shadows

Jay H Isenberg: Co-Curator, Architect,
Lynda Monick-Isenberg: Co-Curator, Artist, Professor, Robert 
Feyereisen & Susie Strothman: Feyereisen Studio
Leslie Frost: Executive Director, Families Moving Forward

This large scaled 12ft  x 12ft model based project pays homage 
to the ghosts of condemned, boarded and torn down homes, 
traces the shadows of families displaced in two Minneapolis 
neighborhoods heavily affected by the foreclosure crisis and 
honors the courage and hope one local organization provides 
through sheltering homeless families in the wider community. 



An unregulated globalized residential mortgage industry implod-

ed upon itself and transformed traditional neighborhood fabrics 

and exurban develo ment tracts into  widespread landscapes of 

mass foreclosures affecting society and our economy across all 

social strata to a critical point of near institutional financial col-

lapse. We are calling for  designers, artists, writers and thinkers 

to collaborate and INTERVENE in “unbundling” the housing cri-

sis from its usual interpretations, methodologies and “solutions” 

presented by institutional policy orthodoxy.  

InvestIgatIOns • InteRpOlatIOns 
InteRventIOns • InstIgatIOns

monEy on thE block: mapping nEighborhood 
financial flows in hawthornE, minnEapolis

Gabriel Cheifetz: Film/Video-612 Authentic
Aleksandra Stancevic: Graphic Design, Entropy Design Lab

“Money on the Block” is an examination of how money flows on 
a single city block in Hawthorne, Minneapolis, a neighborhood 
hit hard by the mortgage meltdown.  The exhibition combines 
primary research, film, surveillance photography, and graphic de-
sign to create a map that community members and policy makers 
can use to help navigate the foreclosure crisis.  While the map 
is incomplete, it sheds light on the under-reported interlocks be-
tween mortgage origination, banks, fraud, and the underground 
economy.  While the focus here is the Hawthorne neighborhood, 
the same dynamics exist on every block--including yours.

ExcErpts from a fiEld guidE “ExcErpts from 
a fiEld guidE to thE flora of 3001 JamEs 
avEnuE north, minnEapolis, mn” 

Adam Regan Arvidson, ASLA: Landscape Architect
Doug Mensing: Restoration Ecologist
Briuce Wilson: Wildlife/Botanical Illustrator

“Excerpts from a Field Guide” recasts the negativity of the hous-
ing crisis by simply creating something beautiful.  Presented in 
the style of old hand-drawn field guides, this work will portray the 
fascinating origins, unusual talents, and exquisite geometries of 
the plants, animals, and other natural features found during an 
ecological site analysis of a single foreclosed lot in north Min-
neapolis.  The work suggests, therefore, that beauty somehow 
exists even in this crisis.  “Excerpts from a Field Guide” makes the 
statement that, rather than being the ugly casualties of the hous-
ing bust, they have their own subtle beauty.

full housE  

Ralph Nelson, Don Vu, Federico Garcia-Lammers & 
Jessica Fritz: Architects/Designers
Jeanine Kindlien, Jon Buck, Chris Malek & 
Chris Pennington: Artists
Julia Klatt-Singer: Writer

Using statistical information, a series of constructions will record 
evocative and uncanny housing “values” at the scale of a street, 
neighborhood, district and city.  A short story will accompany each 
construction, forming a larger narrative of the housing crisis.

mod pod 

Paul Neseth, Wynne Yelland, Adam Jonas: Architects
Paul Guthrie: Lighting & Video design
Wing Young Huie & Robert Meier: Photographers
Kevin Nelson; Skyway Classic Events, Tent Design

Mod Pod offers a common sense alternative to current hous-
ing and lending gluttony, a flexi-ble housing system that modu-
lates dwelling size according to available financial resources and 
changing needs.  “Pay as you build. Build as you grow. Grow – or 
shrink – as you need.” 

Meet Jan, Jan, meet Mod Pod.

Follow Jan’s family through 60 years of ups and downs to see 
how the Mod Pod concept can respond to change.  Starting with 
the core power strip, Jan plugs and unplugs components, re-
sponding to lifestyle, family and income changes.  Mod Pod can 
grow – as most homes can – but more importantly it can shrink 
quickly and easily (“sell your pod on eBay!”) as family members 
move or income shrinks.  Mod Pod is tailored to fit dwelling needs 
throughout time, expanding and contracting in harmony with the 
dynamics of life.

Flexible, Affordable, Sustainable.

grEEn transformEr ZonEs

Jerry Allan: Architect & Educator
Georgiana Allan: Designer
Joel Barker: Futurist, Author & Lecturer
Michael Martin: President of Music Matter 
Forrest Russell: Landscape Architect
Beth Russell: Educator & Consultant 
Austen Cargill: Scientist & Ph.D                          
Peter Vujovich: Pres. Vujovich Design Build 
Lance Holthusen: Former Director MN Science Museum
Kevin Bryne: Professor MCAD       

The “5 Great Ideas & 5 Great Challenges” the World Needs to 
Address will be explored starting with a macro view of earth, as 
the only home we have ever known; to a micro view of how these 
Ideas could be overlaid onto Minneapolis and also on an exurbia 
area.  With models & drawing, the challenge of how does the hu-
man species with stone age motivations and space age technol-
ogy live in harmony with our bio-economics planet.

gen(h)ome : from a pool of slimE to a 
mcmansion in only 3,700,000,000 yEars!

John Dwyer, Jackie Millea & Kurt Gough: Architects/
Designers
Mark Borrello Ph.D: Assist. Professor History of Science 
Colin Oglesbay & Court Loeffler: Designers
Hunter Marcks: Graphic Design

Over the last 3.7 billion years or so, living organisms on the Earth 
have diversified and adapted to almost every environment imag-
inable. Some of them even built houses.

Cultural forces have always effected the way we express/create 
our homes. As prosperity and wealth grew the American home 
evolved from simply fulfilling the basic needs of shelter to fulfill-
ing other roles in the cultural environment (demonstration of suc-
cess, power, influ-ence, etc.). Homes, viewed as a replicating and 
evolving entity, respond to cultural and eco-nomic forces in much 
the same way biological entities respond to environmental forces. 
By analyzing how homes responded to past pressures we hope to 
uncover a new way of seeing the current housing crisis as cultural 
evolution. Presenting the American home as a biological entity 
will give us an understanding of how the home may respond to 
these new events.


